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Abstract – Human fusion offers important principles for the
design of machine fusion.  The most important is the
separability of control, estimation and abstraction, without
which competent real-time responsiveness cannot be assured.
Another is to separate intention from embodiment, so that
intentions can be flexibly embodied.  Yet another, similar to
human emotions, is the use of positive feedback events and
subsequent feed-forward to produce timely responses to
dynamic situations.  Still another, leveraging the trajectory of
human cognitive development, is to control scope of
processing by layering data abstractions, both to husband
bandwidth and so that processing results can be immediately
apprehended by human users.  Using these principles,
machine fusion can increase both its competence and also
users’ perception of its competence, increasing the likelihood
that the machine will be received and treated as a trusted
partner.
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1 Introduction

People continually fuse information, and can often share
their fused information efficiently and effectively with
others.  From an information processing perspective—that
is, apart from physical considerations such as energy
consumption—humans display (albeit incompletely) many
of the characteristics of an ideal fusion system:

• resolution • insight
• accuracy • pragmatism
• speed • responsiveness
• intelligence • trustworthiness

It is argued that these traits are largely the result of the
internal organisation of human information processing,
and that the human fusion architecture offers a reference
from which fusion system architects can borrow much
important structure.

While making a strong claim for the architecture of
human fusion, it is not suggested that the architecture of
human information processing is a settled psychological
science.  On the contrary, the issue of an internal
information processing architecture is not at all
thoroughly addressed in the psychological literature.  The
dominant methodological paradigm in psychology is to
conceptualise measurements of behaviour as the

instrumentation of operational realisations of internal
constructs [1]. In using this methodology, psychologists
often conflate constructs-as-functions with constructs-as-
components, and thus fall into the naïve assumption that
observed functions are in a one-to-one correspondence
with internal processing components.  For example, the
existence of observable functions such as depression,
anxiety, self-esteem and self-concept, imputes the
existence of individual internal components for these
functions.  This erroneous assumption makes the
architectural endeavour frustratingly difficult.  There is
also a desire in psychology to maintain intellectual
distance from the untestable metaphysical architectures
promulgated in the past (for example by Freud [2]). With
so few architectural tools and an early history of scientific
embarrassment, psychology today generally eschews the
issue of internal architecture as untestable theorising,
preferring instead the empirical investigation of functional
relations.

Yet to the architectural reverse engineer who is so
inclined, the empirical psychology literature contains an
abundance of material, full of lessons for fusion system
architecture.  From the psychology of human fusion, the
engineer can learn not only how to structure an adaptively
competent fusion system, but how to form machine fusion
as a socially competent partner for human fusion
processing elements.

The paper is structured as follows: first a set of criteria for
competent information fusion is developed and a means of
adaptively balancing these criteria is shown to be
provided by the separation of control, estimation and
abstraction (with control having primacy). A review of
previous approaches reveals that this key characteristic is
omitted from current fusion architectures. A novel control
architecture (The Frankel-Bedworth model) is then
developed, first addressing control and estimation at any
single level of abstraction, and then describing the
hierarchy of abstractions.

2 Criteria for Competence

One ideal for fusion systems is that they become
competent partners in computer-aided decision making.
Better still, a fusion system functions as an autonomous
and trusted entity, competently making and implementing
decisions of its own.  Competence is a challenging
information processing problem for human and machine



alike.  The common problem for human and machine
competence is the stochastic variation of changing
circumstances.  Stochastic variation has discernible
regularities (e.g. distributions) that can be leveraged, and
yet beyond those regularities, is random and thus
potentially disorganising.  A stochastically varying
context levies several criteria to be satisfied by competent
fusion.  The greater the stochastic pressure, i.e., the
greater the typical rate of change between samples, the
more stringent the criteria are.

Even modest stochastic pressure levies two fundamental
criteria, for basic efficacy and for synchronisation.
Efficacy: To avoid random behaviour with respect to
standards for competence, a system must form and
effectively utilise an appraisal of the potential harms and
benefits (punishments and rewards) presented by
circumstances.  Synchronisation: To avoid untimely
behaviour, a system must maintain adequate
synchronisation with external events, recognising and
responding to change, and delivering responses to a
timetable that keeps pace with circumstances.

As stochastic pressure increases, a system must not only
exhibit basic effectiveness and timeliness, it must also
husband its resources appropriately.  Economy: To avoid
wasteful behaviour, a system must utilise its resources
with economy, avoiding the futility of trying either to
acquire unattainable benefit or to avoid inevitable harm.
Efficiency: To avoid incomplete processing, a system
must efficiently deploy its limited information processing
bandwidth by: (a) prioritising bandwidth allocation to the
most urgent needs first; (b) categorising events early, to
narrow the scope of processing; (c) consuming bandwidth
for error checking only as confidence decreases and
uncertainty increases.  Stability: To avoid untenable
states, each system must tailor its patterns of response to
its (adaptive) niche, finding a stable position that is
statistically upheld across the range of likely futures.

Under significant stochastic pressure, satisfying two
additional criteria further increases system competence.
Flexibility: To avoid brittle obsolescence, it is
advantageous for a system to discern and adapt to
enduring changes in its niche.  Scope: To increase the
scope of consideration, both synchronically and
diachronically, a system may subsume detail with
abstractions, and then process the abstractions instead of
the details.

3 Control, Estimation and Abstraction

An important lesson for machine fusion is that, in the
human fusion architecture, control, estimation and
abstraction are separable.  In humans, control of complex
behaviour is accomplished by emotion, estimation by
analysis, and understanding by abstraction (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Emotion / analysis / understanding relation in
human fusion.

This separation enables emotional qualities (such as
anxiety and calmness) to determine an appropriate
direction and amount of analysis, as well as depth of
understanding, ensuring that timeliness of control can
take precedence over accuracy of command as necessary.

We propose a correspondence between human and
machine fusion as follows:
• Control is the analogy of emotion and determines

direction and timeliness;
• Estimation is the analogy of analysis and determines

accuracy;
• Abstraction is the analogy of understanding and

determines the scope of contextualisation.

3.1 Timeliness, Accuracy and Scope

Figure 2: Control / estimation / abstraction relation in
machine fusion.

From a competence perspective, separable control,
estimation and abstraction allow direct trading between
timeliness, accuracy and scope.  Fast control processing
produces reactive behaviour, which increases timeliness
at the expense of accuracy. More analysis produces
deliberative behaviour, which increases accuracy at the
expense of timeliness. Finally, the level of abstraction
determines both the synchronic and diachronic scope of
contextualisation for control and estimation, thereby
defining the boundary of the tasks being undertaken (see
Figure 2). Higher level estimates (data abstractions) are
content rich, hiding the specific details of lower levels,
but in a way that the hidden content is recoverable.  For
example, the high level goal, “be a generous person,”
hides all the possibilities for generous behaviour that can
be recovered from it.  Yet the content of the high-level
data abstraction “generosity,” much more than a mere
aggregate of “generous acts”, provides an understanding
of social relations, from which to recover the details of
appropriately generous acts.
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From a command and control perspective, data abstraction
is a double-edged sword:  (a) High level abstraction
produces an advantageous expansion of the scope of
processing, with a relatively modest increased demand on
bandwidth.  During human development, data abstraction
promotes autonomy, in part because content-rich
abstractions conserve bandwidth, allowing the individual
to understand more of the world. Additional bandwidth is
allocated to recover and process details only as needed.
(b) High level data abstractions can be disadvantageously
slow to process by virtue of their high differentiation,
relative to control signals.

By contrast, control is a fast, reductive, content-poor type
of abstraction.  Control abstraction determines relations
that may irrecoverably eliminate the content from which
the relations were derived.  For example, the disparity
between actual state and desired state captures an error
relation between reality and intention. There is no reliable
mechanism for recovering either the actual or goal states
from the correcting error alone. Yet such high-level
disparity is often sufficient to control the selection and
execution of an error-reducing action.  Even an infant has
the capacity to experience and regulate error (harm and
benefit), long before those categories are populated with
meaningful contents.

3.2 The Precedence of Timeliness

If control and data abstraction are not separated, decision
making is inherently burdened by whatever data
abstractions are in the processing path from initial
stimulus to decision point. This presents a major problem
since, from a competence perspective, being too late is
often much worse than being too inaccurate. To perform
competently, a command and control system typically
should have the capability first to be on time and only
secondarily to be as accurate as possible.  Timeliness
must therefore be given precedence. By separating
control from estimation and data abstraction, automated
fusion systems can give precedence to timeliness as the
circumstances demand, just as the human does.

4 Current Fusion Architectures

Current fusion architectures do not make an explicit
separation of control and estimation from abstraction.  In
contrast with human fusion, many existing fusion
architectures do not control the amount of time spent
making command decisions, and cannot begin to do so
until information has already propagated through multiple
abstractions. However, the control, estimation and
abstraction components of existing architectures do offer
insight into the practicalities of machine fusion and the
types of algorithm that may be embedded therein.

Current architectures are of two types: (a) functionally
oriented models, which are organised according to
ordering and (b) data oriented models, which are
organised according to data abstraction.

4.1 Models of Control and Estimation

The UK intelligence community describes the intelligence
process [3] (see Figure 3). The British model, unlike the
American intelligence model, does not include a specific
planning and direction phase, these functions being
subsumed in the dissemination process.

Figure 3: The UK intelligence cycle.

The UK intelligence cycle comprises four stages:
1. Collection – collection assets are deployed to

obtain raw intelligence data;
2. Collation – associated intelligence reports are

brought together;
3. Evaluation – the collated intelligence reports are

fused and analysed;
4. Dissemination – the fused intelligence is

distributed to the users who use the information to
make decisions.

The Boyd control (or OODA) loop [4] was first used for
modelling the military command process but has since
been widely used for data fusion. The Boyd loop also
possesses four phases (see Figure 4):

1. Observe – obtain sensor data;
2. Orient – combine the data into an understanding of

the situation;
3. Decide – form a plan of response;
4. Act – execute the plan.

Figure 4: The Boyd (or OODA) loop.

The object oriented model described in [5] (see figure 5)
also adopts a cyclic architecture, this time based on a set
of rôles rather than activities:

1. Actor –interacts with the real world;
2. Perceiver –forms a contextualised analysis of data;
3. Director –formulates plans to achieve the system’s

objectives;
4. Manager –controls the actors to implement the

plans of the director.



Figure 5: The object oriented fusion model.

The most noteworthy similarity among all of these
models (and others such as the PEMS loop [6] and the
Omnibus model [7]) is the use four stages of processing.
This is no accident since these stages broadly correspond
to the dichotomy of object and subject, and to the
relationships between them:

1. embodiment (collection and observation of
actors);

2. the semantic analysis that links embodiment and
intention (collation and orientation of perceivers);

3. intention (evaluation and decision processes of
directors);

4. pragmatic analysis that links intention and
embodiment (dissemination and action of
managers).

Traditional order-based fusion architectures mirror human
fusion in much the way that the world of reality and mind
is organised.  In this respect our arguments for human
architecture are well aligned with the current thinking of
machine fusion.

4.2 Models of Abstraction

Figure 6: The current JDL data fusion process model.

By far the most widespread abstraction-based architecture
is that proposed by the US Joint Directors of Laboratories
Data Fusion Sub-Group [8] and updated recently [9] (See
Figure 6). In the JDL model function levels 0 through 3
directly correspond to levels of data abstraction whereas
level 4 addresses a different, process oriented issue
(which does not fit with the abstraction orientation of the
rest of the model).

Level 0 – sub-object data assessment, is associated with
pre-detection activities such as pixel or signal
processing, spatial or temporal registration;
Level 1 – object refinement is concerned with the
estimation and prediction of continuous (e.g. location
or kinematic) or discrete (e.g. behaviour or identity)
states of objects;
Level 2 – situation refinement introduces context by
examining the relations among entities such as force
structure and communication rôles. By aggregating
objects into meta-objects an interpretation may be
placed on the situation;
Level 3 – implication refinement delineates sets of
possible courses of action and the effect they would
have in the current situation. This level also introduces
the concept that the data fusion system may be
operating in an adversarial domain.

Again these levels may be regarded as a manifestation of
a more general hierarchy present in human fusion:

1. sensori-motor differences (level 0);
2. objects and relations between objects (level 1);
3. symbolic representation of concepts, organised

into falsifiable propositions (level 2);
4. ecological interaction among subsystems (level 3).

And again we may beneficially re-use the underlying
ontology.

5 The Frankel-Bedworth Architecture

Because the capability to redirect activities is subsumed in
the Evaluation (UK Intelligence) and Decide (Boyd)
phases, the implied control architecture is some form of
adaptive control [10].  As an adaptive controller that
satisfies the criteria for adaptive competence developed in
section 2, a fusion architecture (either human or machine)
needs two self-regulatory processes, local and global (see
Figure 7):

Figure 7: Local and global processing.

Local estimation processes (local to a period of time or
focus of attention) keep the execution of current
activities on track by the use of goals and timetables,
produced by and fed-forward from the global process.
The reasoning is forward-chained, reasoning from
stimulus to response.
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Global processes (global to the system’s lifetime or to
some operational epoch) activate in response to a
positive feedback event from the local process, and use
appraisals of real or expected harms and benefits to
select favourable activities and with them, yielding new
goals and timetables for the local process. The
reasoning is backward-chained, reasoning from
preferred outcomes and expected consequences to the
likely next sources of useful information.

Frankel [11] has described such an architecture for human
fusion, using the empirical psychology literature to
document that emotions are control signals.  Shown in
Figure 8 is a transformation of Frankel’s model as a
machine fusion architecture, one that makes an explicit
separation of control and estimation, goal-setting and
goal-achieving behaviour.

5.1 The Local Estimation Process

The local, analytical process is a steady-state estimator /
controller that accomplishes specific goals and maintains
specific standards.  In this respect it is exactly analogous
to the majority of previous fusion models and includes:

Sense – aspects of the environment are captured by
sensors and sources;

Perceive – the stimuli provided by sensing are attended
to according to their salience. By perceiving the stimuli,
both awareness of one’s own position in the
environment and also an increased understanding of its
meaning (semantics) and the category of the triggering
event are produced. Depending on the intensity of the
salience signal the perception may be wide-angle or
focussed on a particular scene (or object);
Direct – as positive feedback to the global process,
urgency is assessed as the disparity between current
situational meaning and a desirable situation, present
and future.  Desires are then fed forward to the local
process, so that intentional objectives and timetables
may be derived. If the urgency is sufficient, then the
development of intentional objectives will be short-
circuited and a “snap decision” will be made,
compromising deliberative processing;
Manage – the intentional objectives are filtered for
practicability and an appropriate response is selected.
The sensitivity of the global control process is tuned,
defining what is practicable given the ongoing situation
dynamics and the available time-scales;
Effect – selected responses are applied to the
environment.  Consequent changes in the environment
(as well as change concurrent with processing) may
then be sensed, completing the control loop.

Figure 8: The Frankel-Bedworth fusion architecture.

5.2 The Global Control Process

The global, emotional process governs goal setting, from
the onset of change to the end of settling on a response.
This process comprises:

Expect – a hardwired world-dynamics model and a
dynamic gain model constrains the set of possible
futures, setting the boundaries on achievability, cost and
timetable. The quality of the ensemble of futures also
sets the background of where the current situation lies
from a harm or benefit perspective;
Prefer – depending on the range of feasible outcomes,
preference details the specific local desires (goals) and
prioritises those aspects of the world-perception that are
most relevant to goal-achieving behaviour;
Orientate – the perspective is determined from which
the stimuli are viewed, setting their relevance or
prominence and providing a focus of attention.

5.3 Local / Global Coupling

The coupling of local and global processes offers a direct
means of adapting the temporal constraints on the system
and therefore enables an appropriate trade-off between
accuracy and timeliness to be found. This coupling
provides the goals and the nominal standards and
timetable to which they should be achieved.

Awareness – the collection of stimuli that may be
attended to and the degree to which they are changing;
Salience – attention is focused on the important and
urgent. Processing bandwidth is allocated accordingly
with high priority events and their constituents
becoming more salient.  Lower priority events are
queued, ageing-out as priority and salience decay;
Urgency – as goal accomplishment fails, the disparity
between response-effect and expected-effect amplifies
the positive feedback gain, alerting the system to the
need for rapid change. In the extreme case, the
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amplification may be exponential and initiate a largely
reactive (emotional) response.  Such events from the
local process interrupt the global process;
Desires – the direction of processing is set by a
typological casting of the object of attention,
constraining the amount of deliberation possible and
restricting the palette of options to be considered. As a
result, the framework of desires and the criterion for
selecting objectives is determined;
Sensitivity – the goodness-of-fit of the selected
response, the confidence in execution ability, the cost of
failure, the gain of the response and the expected
magnitude of the response’s impact are all factored into
the generation of a dampening signal (high dampening
equating to confidence and low dampening to anxiety).
As dampening increases, so also does the hysteresis of
the onset of subsequent positive feedback events.
Pragmatics - responses are moderated by what is
considered practicable in light of expectancies for
maximum attainable benefit and minimum unavoidable
harm.  These expectancies impose an actuarially sound
economy on patterns of response, filtering out
impracticable responses during real-time situations.†

Machine fusion systems that incorporate this coupling can
be expected to benefit from a self-imposed stability and
economy of response patterns.  Not only does this
enhance the competence of the system, but it also makes it
a more reliable (and hence trusted) partner to humans.

6 Levels of Abstraction

To satisfy the criterion for flexible scoping of detail, a
fusion system needs a data abstraction architecture [12].
Data abstraction preserves bandwidth, by allowing the
system to process relatively few, abstract tokens for
objects and their relations.  Only as lower level details are
required need they be recovered and processed.  Data
abstraction architectures have not received recent
attention from cognitive developmentalists (just as control
architectures are not a topic for personologists).
Nonetheless, there are abundant data that can be fruitfully
reverse-engineered.

6.1 Developmental Data

There have been relatively few investigative programs in
developmental psychology to generate a systematic model
of cognitive development.  The significant empirical
attempts that have been made [14,15] have had only
limited success, again because developmentalists map
externally observable ontogenetic function, without
reverse-engineering the architecture of cognitive
ontogeny.  Yet a fusion architect who wants to reverse-

                                                
† The infinite impulse response (IIR) filter [13] has the
response characteristics desired — stability in the face of
transients, sensitivity to enduring change and zeroes that
effect a reset. The IIR filter is appropriate for modelling
human expectancies for the practicable [11]. It remains
unclear if sensitivity to initial conditions causes unwanted,
idiosyncratic behaviour in machine fusion.

engineer the abstraction architecture of human fusion has
available a wealth of empirical data.

A template for organising these data may be put in form
of a series of questions.

(a) How does the infant get from their sensori-motor
experience of this now red and yellow, graspable,
chewable and rollable thing, to the mentally stable,
red and yellow ball-object that she or he can
deliberately search for in the toy box a year later
(all pre-verbally, i.e., no word ‘ball’ yet)?

(b) From the ball in the toybox, how does the toddler
get to the symbolically tagged class concept ‘ball’
that applies to all balls? From the concept of ball,
how does the child get to being able to test the
truth-value of propositions like, “Yesterday this
was a ball, but today it is flattened more like a
disc,” or, “That person was unfairly black-balled?”

(c) From falsifiable propositions, how do (some)
adults, with respect to the ball of the earth, get to
conceptualising and calculating the complex
relativistic interactions among frames of reference,
associated, e.g., with synchronising the clocks in
ground stations and on satellites in geo-
synchronous orbit?

Machine fusion involves the same kind of problems.
(a) How does a network of accelerometers determine

that a change in vibrational characteristics signifies
the presence of a mechanical fault?

(b) How does the recognised fault get classified, not
just as to defect type, but also as to consequence?

(c) How does the classified defect come to be further
understood in terms of its impact, potential direct
costs and side-effects, relative to the costs and side-
effects of leaving the defect unaddressed?

6.2 The Abstraction Hierarchy

Figure 9: Abstraction hierarchy.

These examples suggest four levels of abstraction in
human fusion, and in organising machine fusion to be
useful to humans (see Figure 9).  In increasing
abstraction, these are:

(a) a sensori-motor calculus of difference;
(b) a categorical calculus of objects and relations;
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(c) a modal calculus that combines symbolically
represented concepts into deductive, inductive and
abductive propositions that are falsifiable;
(d) an ecological calculus of interacting systems.

6.2.1 Hierarchical Binding of Levels

The levels of abstraction are bound in a hierarchical
arrangement.  The mechanism of binding is that complex
constituents of a lower level abstraction are primitive
constituents in the next higher level abstraction.

Viewed psychologically, the binding mechanism depends
upon generalisation.  A generalisation is a template or
category, typically induced from and applicable to the
objects and relations of discriminable experience. At
every level of abstraction, developmental data show that
people form generalised categories from the discriminable
instances of experience, and then apply those categories to
organise behaviour.

Viewed formally, the notion of generalisation is embodied
in the distinction between the arithmetic and the algebra
of a calculus.  An arithmetic is a set of specific instance
operations on instance values.  In a first order algebra,
operations become applicable to generalised variable
values.  In a second-order algebra, the operations
themselves are generalised. The notion of generalisation is
exemplified in two object-oriented constructs.  A first-
order generalisation is class of operations applicable to
variable values, while a second-order generalisation is a
generic (Ada) or template (C++) class, in which generic
operations applicable to variable values are bound into a
single, generalised entity.

Neither first nor second order generalisations are in
themselves abstractions.  Rather, generalisations are the
vehicles of abstraction that bind adjacent levels of
abstraction together.  Extending an argument made by
Piaget [16], the arithmetic of a next, higher level of
abstraction emerges when variables (generalisations) of a
lower-level algebra become objects of thought in their
own right, the instance values of a higher level arithmetic.
For example, the infant’s generalised sensori-motor object
‘this now red and yellow rollable thing’, the generalised
operation ‘roll’ and the generalised relation ‘pleasing’
emerge in the toddler’s (not yet verbal) arithmetic of
objects and relations as, The red and yellow ball I enjoy
playing with.  Far beyond actions like rolling balls, ‘play-
with’ becomes a relation that the toddler can enact with
many kinds of objects.  Moving this example up another
level of abstraction, all the balls in the toy chest are
generalised into a concept and tagged with the verbal
token ‘ball’, which becomes a primitive concept in the
arithmetic of propositions.  In the same way, enjoyable
activities get aggregated into the concept of play, and get
tagged with the verbal token ‘play’.  In this arithmetic, the
symbolically tokenised concepts can be formed into

falsifiable propositions, e.g., “I play ball now,” and into
not-yet-factual plans, e.g., “I want to play with you.”

6.2.2 Loose Coupling of Levels

Although they are formally bound, one level to the next,
the levels of abstraction in the proposed hierarchy are also
loosely coupled. That is, not all arithmetic instances are
generalised into algebraic categories, and not all
categories become primitive objects of the next higher
level arithmetic.  For example, not every movement of
fingers while typing needs to find abstract representation,
e.g., “I am striking the ‘a’ key and now I am striking the
‘s’ key.”  Indeed, not every hand movement need have an
abstract representation, as for example when a sculptor
teaches a student by demonstrating, “Do it like this.”
Conversely, not all instance objects in higher abstraction
need have an elaboration in a lower level, e.g., the set of
instances of the class of unicorns is empty.  Loose
coupling not only allows deliberative, counterfactual
mental exploration of possibility, but also ensures
responsiveness under stress.  For example, an individual
does not need to further process an object coming at her
or his head to duck immediately upon first detection.
Even if the object is unknown and unclassifiable to the
individual, she or he can still act in the interests of
personal safety.

6.2.3 Pathways of Transmission between Control-
Estimation Units at Adjacent Levels

The architecture depicted in Figure 8 is not specific as to
the kind of instance object out of which percepts and
interpretations are formed.  If, for example, the inputs are
raw sensory data, then percepts might be of physical
objects (e.g. hand or ball), with the semantics being a
physical relation (e.g.,  out-of-reach).  When the infant’s
goal is to grab the ball and infant is prelocomotor, the
emotional response may be to cry, bringing an adult who
moves the ball within reach.  By contrast, if the raw data
are words and numbers on a monitor, the percepts might
be ‘ground station clock time’ and ‘geosynchronous
satellite clock time’ and the interpreted relation might be
‘clock drift’.  The emotional response might be ‘Oh no!’,
interrupting the engineer’s current activities and leading
the engineer to revisit her or his relativistic algorithms.
Yet the same control and estimation architecture operates
at each level of abstraction.

This leaves open the question as to how levels of
abstraction are interconnected, so that information flows
between them.  The logical binding is that generalisations
(classes) in lower levels are instance objects in higher
levels, but there must still be pathways by means of which
generalisations from lower levels are communicated to
higher levels, and elaborations from higher to lower.



The interconnection of levels of abstraction occurs both
on the input, meaning construction side and on the output,
action side (see Figure 10).  Concrete observation can
thereby flow up to produce abstract understanding, and
abstract planning can flow down to produce concrete
implementation.  The interconnection on the input
(meaning construction) side is accomplished by fanning-
out the results of semantic analysis at a lower level so
that, in addition to flowing to the Direct block of the
lower level, they also flow to the Sense block of the next
higher level.  In this way, the categories of the lower level
algebra can get tokenised into objects for the higher level
arithmetic.  The converse interconnection is made on the
output (action) side.  The outputs of the Effect block at a
higher level are fanned out, so that they not only effect
abstract action, but also elaborate abstract objectives for
the next lower level, to be decomposed into less abstract,
more concrete actions.

Figure 10: Inter-abstraction connectivity.

7 Future Research

Although the architecture described above is ideally
suited to direct implementation, we have not (as yet)
implemented it. The implementation route is clear since
the component algorithms at each part of the estimation /
control process may be instantiated with existing
algorithms. The use of such algorithms in an architecture
based around a pair of interacting estimation and control
loops has yet to be tested.

In addition to internal control signalling functions, human
emotions have an external, social signalling function,
exactly because socially exposing one’s own controls
signals one’s own intentions [17].  Much research is
needed to understand how to shape the machine’s internal
control signals so that the machine exhibits socially
competent signals of intention.

8 Conclusions

The goal for machines successfully to fuse information so
as to be understandable by, and useful to, humans can be
directly realised by structuring the machine’s control,
estimation and abstraction processes to mirror those of
humans.  In so doing, machines can behave with the
priorities, the accuracy and the scope and depth of
understanding that matches users’ own values.  When
people see their own analyses, goals and values
consistently being mirrored in others, both in abstract
principle and in concrete practice, people are much more
likely to trust others.  Applying the principles of human
fusion to the machine thereby produces a machine that is
not only more useful, but also potentially more
trustworthy as well.
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